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RLE Industries, trusted architectural, commercial and industrial lighting manufacturer released 
the Lumenera OS4: Open Square Linear LED fixture. The robust open square design uses 
parallel rows of LED boards to illuminate the highly reflective interior. Its LED drivers are 
mounted in the center of the housing 2” in from the sides, hiding the drivers with little to no 
visibility from the floor. The hidden drivers and reflective interior combine to create a smooth and 
elegant indirect/direct lighting source. OS4: Open Square Linear LED fixture is designed to give 
architectural projects and commercial spaces even more creative freedom without sacrificing 
functionality.  
 
“OS4 [Open Square Linear LED] and it’s unique ability to hide the LED drivers make it a perfect 
fixture for a number of different applications. Architectural, commercial, industrial, retail, this 
capable fixture is extremely versatile.” Gerald Coppola Sr., VP of Sales at RLE Industries said. 
“Using Philips LED boards, customers have multiple color temperature options and its drivers 
are dimmable down to 1%. OS4 is aesthetically-pleasing, reliable, and offers architects and 
designers an innovative lighting fixture for a number of different use cases.”  
 

http://rleindustries.com/
https://lumeneralighting.com/pendant/os4-open-square-4.html


RLE Industries and its operating division, Lumenera continues to push the boundaries of design 
and function. With over 75 years of experience in the lighting sector, RLE offers customers the 
latest in commercial, architectural, and industrial lighting solutions. 
 
About RLE Industries: With over 75 years of experience in the professional lighting industry. 
Knowledgeable professionals bring their decades of experience to design and develop durable, 
high quality lighting fixtures to meet customer needs. RLE can offer models for commercial, 
architectural and miscellaneous applications, as well as customizing standard products for short 
and medium runs that meet any reasonable request. Products proudly manufactured in the 
USA. RLE Industries is the newest division added to the Vcom IMC family of companies. 
 
About Lumenera: An operating division of RLE Industries, Lumenera Lighting is a linear 
architectural LED line of products. Lumenera products use the most reputable names in LED 
board and driver technology, using our preferred Philips Lighting systems and components to 
deliver reliability smooth light in well-designed, built to last fixture housings.  
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